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this year is a well-known brand of sports shoes Reebok brand Instapump Fury Reebok twentieth years of the establishment of the
year, the major trends and fashion units have launched a joint project with Reebok, leaving this wonderful memories. Reebok invited
to the Scotland fashion shop Hanon to carry out cooperation projects, the launch of the X Reebok Instapump Fury Hanon 20
anniversary of the joint commemoration of the shoe. Design selection of the elegant blue and quality of grey suede shoes, body
composition, fresh collision of mint green with red and white outsole to match, to create a unique perfect street shoes, this sense of
interested friends may wish to pay more attention to. 
/>
[Chinese shoes Network - Brand Dynamics] to meet the needs of overseas markets, expanding product, recently, Nike decided in
Argentina re-establishing plants, to this year, Argentina Nike factory output is expected to exceed 1 million pairs, it is understood,
Nike new plant will employ more than 300 projects to provide employment opportunities for thousands of people. 
Nike issued a to build a plant in the Argentine province of Misiones plan, Nike may invest $ 1.3 million in this factory. 2003 - 2009,
footwear production in Argentina doubled. In 2010, footwear production is expected to more than 100 million pairs of targets. This
may allow Argentina to become one of the world's 10 largest footwear manufacturer. 
Misiones province in two additional matching footwear production plant is expected to promote the Nike company employs more
than 300 projects, generating employment opportunities for thousands of workers. Nike is now considering plans new investments. 
Nike Argentina gradually become the most important in the world sports market. In Argentina, the plant products will perform the
world's highest quality standards.
< br / > a few days ago, a $AP rocky appearance Adidas originals and Footlocker together to create a new tubular runner s
propaganda film. Pretty Flacko personal demonstration new shoes, dress outfit, olive green tubular runner s shoe models with the
same color of jogging pants complement each other, plus grey Hoody Hoodie and oversize tee of the icing on the cake, the overall
style let us to relearn the rocky in shape wear take a impressive accomplishments. (Editor: YOYO)
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< br / > German renowned sports brand puma recently again for its popular shoe R698 add new color, the shoe body using suede
with nylon fabric composition, toe net surface with black and blue and white Argyle build, the overall in blue expansion as the main
theme, and part of the details of the location to gradient effect modification, and then into the orange and turned heel logo and
bottom, color brought vitality to be presented. Keen on retro running shoes friends should be like, but at present, the shoes have no
exact information available. (Editor: YOYO)
In addition to GEL-Lyte III "Varsity" series, asics recently also to the other a classic running shoes GEL-Lyte V is modeled by starting
and bring a new night shade do not note series. Designers around the theme of "the night", a total of about three options: grey, black
and dark blue, as the design is selected high quality suede, with chloroprene vinyl and mesh material is made and become, finally
equipped with dot details comfortable running shoe show. New ASICs GEL-Lyte V "night shade" don't note series has been through
afew designated retailers purchase, each loan pricing are were 115 euros.
Subversion of the traditional cross-era technology to create shoes adidas adiPure Adapt 2013-12-08 22:04:11
I believe many of my friends still remember the sensation that year when adidas launched the concept of natural feet. And many years
after the launch of Nike Free technology is a big success, this pursuit of the shoes barefoot feeling, so that we recognize that only
enhanced the strength to stay away from injuries pace. We can say that these concepts are milestones, completely overturn the
people's shoe impression. Recently, the latest development of science and technology adidas shoes adidas adiPure Adapt
exposure, turn our attention attracted over. 
The ergonomically designed and super lightweight materials to build the adidas team, using the body's natural mechanisms between
those who provide the ground with minimal buffering, but also affect the effectiveness of the wearer's movement. adidas adiPure
Adapt the shoe lightweight and perfect combination of functionality, based on the full protection of your feet do the lightest and most



resilient, so that the wearer release feet. If the shoe market, I believe that will be the topic for a subversive of
Chinese shoes News Network on August 27 August 30, Guilin sports will set off a basketball boom. Fan favorite by Chinese NBA
star Shane Battier, Sonny, will support China in the Olympic basketball equipment brand, the landing Guilin city, carry out special
charitable donations, and with the majority of Guilin meet fans. 
According to event organizers, as the Peak spokesperson, Rockets players Shane Battier, the Nuggets star Sonny will arrive in
Guilin August 29 night. The Bank of China Guilin station, Shane Battier, Sonny addition to exploring the beauty of Guilin, its main
purpose is to make charitable donations for the city in a primary school, pupils will personally teach basketball skills, the majority of
fans up close and Guilin. The main itinerary is as follows: August 30 at 9:00 am, Shane Battier, Sonny will hold a press conference at
the Sheraton Hotel in Guilin1:30 pm, Shane Battier, Sonny will be held in a pedestrian street stores Pick fans will meet2:30 pm, the
two stars will be held in Guilin Stadium charitable donations, and to interact with the majority of basketball fans up close.
Yesterday, the Olympic Games, dream ten soldiers beat opponents, while LeBron James also became the first-ever Olympic men's
basketball team to get three pairs of people. It transcends countless predecessors in somewhere. This summer is destined to belong
to LeBron James, back in early summer, the Miami Heat beat the one in the strong opponents, successfully won the championship.
This also means that little emperors once again with the strength to crush the strident voices of doubt. NIKE sporting goods spinner
opponent will naturally not have reservations, recently launched its decisive champion shoes LeBron 9 and LeBron 9 PS, both in the
design of the shoes and shoebox packaging, it is called the "generation of the classic . " On March 11, the shoes will be on sale, but
we still do not count on it, because the number of shoes is too limited. 
Source: highsnob 
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